Last month, we proudly announced IBM API Connect, an API management solution with a built-in gateway, allowing you to create, run, manage, and secure APIs and Microservices.

On April 22, we proudly announced that API Connect has arrived!

We described API Connect in our original announcement, saying:

API Connect is the first of its kind: a unified end-to-end API management solution that enables the automated creation of APIs, simplified discovery of systems of records, self-service access for internal and third party developers and built-in security and governance. It’s built for hybrid cloud environments, so you can place it wherever your API runs best!

If you’ve used StrongLoop tools in the past, we expect you to be able to comfortably get on board with API Connect. And if you are new to API tools, we
think the unified management console will help make your job much easier in managing four key areas of the API lifecycle:

**STRONGLOOP TO API CONNECT: THE EVOLUTION**
Dennis Ashby walks StrongLoop and LoopBack users through a webcast detailing everything you need to know about the next release of StrongLoop - API Connect. Registration required.

**Watch the webinar**

**IBM API CONNECT: A NEW APPROACH FOR API MANAGEMENT**
This video demonstrates how to create, secure, and provide self-service to API across the ecosystem when designing a mobile app.

**Watch the video**

**MIGRATING A LEGACY SYSTEM TO LOOPBACK**
Sequoia McDowell explains how to build an API using LoopBack, even with complicated data.

**Find out how**
IBM INTERCONNECT WRAP UP
Jordan Kasper gives the low-down on IBM's InterConnect event in Las Vegas, where many different IBM groups, partners, vendors, and customers talked about a wide array of technologies.

INTRODUCING IBM NODE.JS TOOLS FOR ECLIPSE BETA
IBM has recently added a lightweight collection of tools in Eclipse, enabling Node.js developers to rapidly build and deploy JavaScript applications targeting the Node.js environment.

SECURITY AND INTERNET OF THINGS APIs
Device interaction through APIs is one of the primary use cases for APIs and one that will grow exponentially over the coming years. So, how should the APIs be secured?

BEST PRACTICES FOR
DEPLOYING NODE.JS IN PRODUCTION
This classic from the StrongLoop blog provides recommendations for Node application deployment.

Read more

STRONGLOOP EVENTS
Check out StrongLoop at a LoopBackJS Webinar and other upcoming conferences, meetups and training.

Read more
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